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Shenzhen Veichi Electric Co., Ltd. is a high-tech enterprise that is professionally engaged in the development,manufacturing 

and marketing of industrial automation control products, and committed to becoming a global leading provider of industrial 

automation control products and system solutions. 

The company owns powerful R&D team, relatively perfect production system, independent intellectual property and 

manufacturing bases in Shenzhen and Suzhou. To improve our R&D strength, we keep on introducing advanced overseas 

technology and broadening our partnerships with first-class universities and research institutions. 

The main products of Veichi Electric include a variety of Variable Frequency Drive(VFD), Servo Drive System, Photovoltaic 

Inverter, PLC, HMI, Automation Equipment, etc, which are widely used in industries such as oil&gas,chemical industry, 

ceramic, crane&hoist, metallurgy,electrical cable and wire, plastic, print and package, textile, metal work and cable, coal 

mining and municipal engineering. Suitable solutions and products are always ready to meet the demands and improve 

comprehensive competitiveness of users. 

With the spirit of "Innovation is the lifeblood of Veichi", we're committed to becoming one of the leading providers of electric 

drives, industrial control and green energy products.Veichi has set up more than 40 branch offices in China and dozens of 

partners in Asia, Europe and Africa. Veichi has been named Chinese Electric Industry's Top Ten National Brands, Chinese 

Electric Industry Top Ten Satisfying Brands and Top Ten National Brands of Inverter Industry.Veichi products have become 

the first choice of many enterprises.



The fixed-length cutting of various materials occupies a very important position in industrial production. With the increasingly fierce 

market competition and technological progress, fixed-length cutting equipment started transition from price competition to technical 

content and processing efficiency competition. Hence, the traditional stop shearing develops into flying shear gradually. Relatively 

speaking, stop shearing is of the highest cutting precision but with low working efficiency. Flying shear has great advantages when it 

is used in occasions where requires comparatively-low cutting precision and high efficiency; therefore, flying shear is widely applied 

and promoted in cutting pipe and profile.

Flying shear: the feed axis maintains uniform speed for unidirectional feeding; the turret servo motor makes reciprocating motion on 

the cutting table and synchronizes speed with feeding shaft speed within the synchronous area, meanwhile, it finishes the cutting 

action, and then it returns to the origin and traces for synchronous cutting again. The cutting method can be pneumatic control or 

hydraulic control.

Application industries: flying shear control system is widely used in steel bars, iron bars, steel plate, rebar, steel pipe, aluminum 

materials, aluminum sheet and other industries with great advantages: high speed, high accuracy of home position and high stability. 

Preface
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Flying Shear Schematic Diagram 
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 after the homing is completed, the flying shear servo system will automatically enter the standby mode, waiting for 

the beginning of the next cycle.

after the servo system detects the feeding length and feeding speed, the servo motor accelerates to the 

feeding speed according to the S curve. At the moment of entering into synchronized speed, the dynamic relative position of the cutting 

table and material has been set.

the flying shear servo system immediately sends a synchronization signal to the executive control mechanism 

so as to perform cutting or canned action. Meanwhile, the servo system continues to detect feeding length and feeding speed to keep 

the dynamic relative position between the saw/cutting table and the material unchanged. When the mechanism completes the execution 

action, it sends a completion signal.

the servo motor decelerates to zero speed according to S curve, and immediately goes back to standby status.

 The flying shear servo system continuously detects and accumulates the permeable material length.

during the process of going back to standby status, the flying shear servo system commands the servo motor 

to return to stand-by position at high speed.
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On-site Application Characteristics of Veichi Flying Shear Servo 
System 

■ Fast response: Flying shear's electronic cam and the 

    algorithm are embedded in the servo driver, and the 

    measuring wheel encoder feedback signal is transmitted 

    directly to the servo system. The system has successfully 

    solved error problem of traditional flying shear caused by 

    PLC scan cycle lagging.

■ High precision: The trajectory, velocity and acceleration 

    curves generated by servo system's high-precision 

    electronic cam vary smoothly, so the motor position 

    command does not change step by step which improves 

    the output operation stability and greatly reduces 

    mechanical buffer.

■ Hommization: It provides customers with an intelligent 

    user interface. We added “Order Switch” function on the 

    basis of traditional flying shear, including chase cutting, 

    chasing punching, typing, alarm output and other functions, 

    which can meet the requirements of diversified technology 

    of different users.

■ Veichi flying shear servo system runs efficiently with 

    stable yet reliable performance. As the flying shear speed 

    is up to 120m/min or above, it greatly improves production 

    efficiency and reduces labor costs.

■ Easy to use: As the control algorithm is implemented 

    internally in the servo and PLC only performs simple logic 

    control and sets cutting length, so it greatly simplified the 

    programming workload. (If we only require chase cutting, 

    chasing punching and typing function, the PLC can be 

    omitted.)

■ Veichi provides customers with complete system solutions, 

    including PLC, servo, HMI, and frequency inverter of the 

    feeding part. The communication among various products 

    is simple and convenient which avoids incompatibility 

    issues caused by the coordination of different brands of 

    products.
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Veichi Flying Shear System Topography
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Advantages of Veichi Flying Shear System 

Traditional cutting equipment Special purpose PLC + servo Veichi flying shear system 

Costs

Efficiency

Precision

Flexibility

Debugging

High (need special upper controller)

High (speed is 70m/min or so)

High (error is ± 0.5mrn or so)

High (auxiliary function is increasable)

Complicated 
(need to write PLC program)

Low 
(omitted the upper control system) 

High (speed is above 120m/min) 

High (error is within 0.5mm)

High 
(with order switching functions) 

Simple (only 
need to set the drive parameters) 

Low

Low

Low

Low

Complicated
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HMI Features

Veichi flying shear servo system achieves flexible setting of process parameters via the Veichi VI series HMI which is based on 485 

communication: system parameter setting, function debugging, alarm prompt, real-time monitoring dynamic parameters of system 

operation, turning on or off special functions and etc. All these functions can achieve fast control of debugging flying shear servo 

system. 

Home Page

Real-time monitoring of operating parameters allows users to read the 

related parameters of flying shear servo system in real time, such as 

main axis speed, the actual feed length, the current cutting length and 

so on. According to the actual process requirements, users set the 

“cutting length”, whether to perform immediate cutting, punching, typing 

and other functions.

The system will provide four sets of orders for the user to choose, and 

users can also set the cutting length, number of cuts and cutter time 

flexibly. As for order switch function, it performs cutting length and 

cutting times in accordance with the first set of orders, and then 

completes the four sets of orders automatically in sequence. If the 

cutting times of the next set are zero or all the four sets of orders have 

been completed processing, the system automatically returns to the first 

set of orders.

Length Setting

Users need to set the synchronization length, measuring wheel 

circumference, the corresponding lead of slave axis, the corresponding 

pulse number of measuring wheel per revolution and other basic 

parameters according to the mechanical structure of site. To ensure 

stability and accuracy of the system, the above parameters should be 

set correctly.

System Setting

1) "Manual punching" function is used to control the up and down action 

    of the punch cutter when the main axis stops.

2) "Manual typing" function key is used to realize the function of manual 

     typing.

3) "Manual cutter" function is used to test cutter when the main axis 

     stops.

4) "Servo jog" is used to adjust the left and right of shear platform when 

     the main axis stops.

Manual Page
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Servo Drive Model Specification

SD600 -T2-1R0A J

Servo drive output rated power

Mark Power
R75 0.75KW 1R0 1KW

1R5 2R2 2.2KW1.5KW

Drive input voltage
S2: Single phase 220V
T2: Three phase 220V
T3: Three phase 380V

Product serial number
SD600A: AC servo drive

Flying shear purpose type

SMM 08-2 T R75-U1 N L 5

Servo Motor Model Specification

Outlet mode
L: direct outlet
H: air plug outlet

Brake device
N: no power-off brake
B: with power-off brake

Feedback device 
U1: incremental non-linear encoder 
2500p / rev

Servo motor output rated power

Rated speed
L 1000r/min
Y : 1500r/min
S : 2000r/min
U : 2500r/min
T : 3000r/min

: 

Drive input voltage
2 : 220V
3 : 380V

Motor frame size (mm)
08 base 80 80

11 base 110×110

13 base : 130×130

18 base : 180×180

: 

: 

×

Motor type
SMM: synchronous motor

R75 0.75KW 1R0 1KW

1R5 1R8 1.8KW1.5KW

2R0 2.0KW 2R3 2.3KW

2R6 2.6KW

1R2 1R3 1.3KW1.2KW

3R0 3.0KW

3R8 4R4 4.4KW3.8KW

5R5 5.5KW 7R5 7.5KW

Motor series
5: 5 antipode series 
Empty: 4 antipode series 

3R0

5R5 5.5KW

3.0KW

7R5 7.5KW

4R5 4.5KW

Size of 750W-1500W Size of 2200W-7500W

7590

1
6

2

189.5

Dimensional drawing
Installation 

dimensional drawing
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9
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2
2

9

8720675103

2
4

5
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4
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5
.5

380V

82

Mark Power

Dimensional drawing
Installation 

dimensional drawing

Mark Power Mark Power
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Servo Motor Dimensional Drawing Table 

SMM08-□□□-U1NL5 installation dimensions SMM11-□□□-U1NH installation dimensions

1200W SMM11-2T1R2-U1NH 189

1200W 219SMM11-2S1R2-U1NH

1500W 204SMM11-2T1R5-U1NH

1800W SMM11-2T1R8-U1NH 219

Servo motor power LMotor model

750W 136SMM08-2TR75-U1NL5

1000W SMM08-2T1R0-U1NL5 151

SMM11-□□□-U1NH installation dimensions

1000W 153SMM13-2U1R0-U1NH5

1000W 193SMM13-2L1R0-U1NH5

1300W SMM13-2U1R3-U1NH5 158

1500W 168SMM13-2U1R5-U1NH5

1500W 193SMM13-2Y1R5-U1NH5

2000W SMM13-2U2R0-U1NH5 178

2300W SMM13-2Y2R3-U1NH5 228

2600W SMM13-2U2R6-U1NH5 193

3800W SMM13-2U3R8-U1NH5 250

SMM18-□□□-U1NH5 installation dimensions

2900W 185SMM18-3Y2R9-U1NH5

4400W 209SMM18-3Y4R4-U1NH5

5500W SMM18-3Y5R5-U1NH5 246

7500W SMM18-3Y7R5-U1NH5 292

Servo motor power LMotor model

Servo motor power LMotor model Servo motor power LMotor model
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SD600A-T2-1R0J 6.3

1000

SMM08-2TR75-U1NL5

SMM08-2T1R0-U1NL5

SMM13-2U1R0-U1NH5

SMM13-2L1R0-U1NH5

1200
SMM11-2S1R2-U1NH

SMM11-2T1R2-U1NH

1300 SMM13-2U1R3-U1NH5

1500

SMM11-2T1R5-U1NH

SMM13-2U1R5-U1NH5

SMM13-2Y1R5-U1NH5

1800 SMM11-2T1R8-U1NH

2.38 3 3000
MOTOR01-①-B4N② ENCA-①-BS②

3.2 6.3 3000

4 4 2500

10 5 1000

6 4.5

4 5

55 2500

5 6

6.36 2500

710 1500

66 3000

MOTOR02- L4N②①- ENCA-①-LS②

SD600A-T2-1R5J 8.7

2000 SMM13-2U2R0-U1NH5 7.57.7 2500

SD600A-T2-2R2J 12.2
2300

2600

3800

2900

4400

5500

SMM13-2Y2R3-U1NH5

SMM13-2U2R6-U1NH5

SMM13-2U3R8-U1NH5

SMM18-3Y2R9-U1NH5

SMM18-3Y4R4-U1NH5

SMM18-3Y5R5-U1NH5

SD600A-T3-7R5J

14

7500 SMM18-3Y7R5-U1NH5

1115 1500

1110 2500

1415 2500

8.518.5 1500

10.828 1500

1235 1500

2047.7 1500

MOTOR03-①-L4N②

MOTOR04-①-P4N②

As for the servo motor power line and encoder line, users should choose the corresponding type of cable model according to motor 

type.

Motor power line and encoder signal line are divided into common wire and high speed motion wire. Please choose the high-speed 

motion wire when motor performs load-following movement such as screw and etc.

In the above table, "①" indicates the cable length, namely L03 (3m), L05 (5m) and L10 (10m). If users have special requirements in

 cable length, we provide custom service according to the requirements.

In the above table, "②" indicates cable type, namely L (common cable), H (high-speed motion cable).

Flying Shear Servo System Selection Table 

Servo drive Servo motor Supporting cable

Model 
Rated 
current 

(A)

Power 
(W) Motor model

Torque
 (N.m)

Rated 
speed

    Motor power line Motor encoder 
line

SD600A-T2-R75J 3.9 750

SD600A-T2-3R0J

8.5SD600A-T3-3R0J

10.8SD600A-T3-4R5J

12SD600A-T3-5R5J

20

ENCA-①-LS②

ENCA-①-LS②

Voltage 
class

220V

380V

Flying Shear Servo System – Selection List (Example)

Name Model  Remarks

Servo drive SD600A-T2-1R5J 1
Select drive of the corresponding power 
according to mechanical equipments

Servo motor 

 Quantity

SMM13-2U1R5-U1NH5
Select motor of the corresponding power 
according to mechanical equipments 

Motor power line MOTOR02-L03-L4NL
Select the cable length according to 
mechanical equipments

Motor encoder line ENCA-L03-LSL
Select the cable length according 
to mechanical equipments

HMI VI10-070S
Select the size of HMI according 
to actual requirements

Communication line COM-L03-LL
Select the cable length according to 
mechanical equipments 

Inverter AC80C-T3-5R5 Adapt to spindle feeding motor (optional)

1

1

1

1

1

1

Rated 
current 

(A)



Veichi Flying Shear Servo System Control Chart 

QF breaker

R S T

Noise/P filter
FLT

Servo power on Servo power off KM

6RY

6RY

KM
AC contactor

L1

L2

L3

L1C

L2C

PD short circuit should select 
built-in braking resistor; if built-in 
brake is low, please disconnect 
PD and connect to an external 
braking resistor

P

D

C

PULSE

/PULSE

SIGN

/SIGN

Pulse command+

Pulse command-

43

41 

39

37

+24V

Note: The above wiring takes differential 
input connection as example, using 5V 
system.

PLC-X 11

17

+24V

Servo enable (1) SON

Origin switch (23)ORGP

 Reverse limit (13) N-OT 

Forward limit (14) P-OT

Automation/Manual (34)

Reserved

Reserved

Reserved

Reserved

COM 14 

12 

30

31

32

33

8

34

10

9X1

X2

X3

X4

X5

X6

X7

X8

X9

SD600A Series AC Servo Drive

Fault display

SA Surge arrester
KM

U

V

W

M S
e
rvo

 m
o
to

r

CN1

ENC

CN3

+24V COM

HMI

7

6 Y1-

Y1+

5

4

3

2

14

17

1

26

28

27

15

16

Y2+

Y2-

Y3+

Y3-

COM

+24V

Y4+

Y4-

Y5+

Y5-

Y6+

Y6-

1RY

2RY

3RY

4RY

5RY

6RY

Cutter down

Cutter up 

Punching down 

Punching up 

Typing output

Fault output
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Direction command +

Direction command -



Differential mode (5V voltage input system)

NPN-type (common cathode) control module 

200Ω

200Ω

Superior device Servo drive

PULS（A）

SIGN（B）

PULS

/PULS

/SIGN

SIGN

PE PE

43

41

39

37

PULS(A)
/PULS

Shielded cable
Controller module side

24V 
power 
supply

41

35

about 1KΩ

47Ω

47Ω

about 1KΩ

47Ω

Servo drive side

/SIGN 37

PNP-type (common anode) control module 

PULS(A)

PULS

39

43

about 1KΩ

47Ω

47Ω

about KΩ1
47Ω

SIGN

SIGN(B)
35

47Ω

200Ω

200Ω

SIGN(B)

COM
PE

47Ω

PE

COM

Wiring Instructions for Pulse Direction Command Input

PL1

PL1

Open collector (24V voltage input system)
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Shielded cable

Controller module side

Servo drive side

24V 
power 
supply



Http://www.veichi.org
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